COURSE NO. 335
COURSE TITLE Catholic Reformation
INSTRUCTOR Kingdon

COURSE DESCRIPTION
History 335 is the second half of a two-semester sequence on the history of Europe during the Reformation period. It may be taken either as a sequel to History 334 (the Protestant Reformation) or as an independent course.

History 335 begins with an analysis of the Catholic Reformation proper, a movement for internal reform within the Roman Catholic Church, involving attempts to initiate moral reforms, define doctrines more precisely, and deepen spiritual life. It moves on to analysis of the Counter Reformation, the measures taken by the Roman Catholic Church to meet the challenges posed by the growth of Protestantism. It will examine closely the steps taken at the Council of Trent, both to reform and to meet the Protestant challenge. It will then examine steps taken under the leadership of militant popes to roll back the Protestant tide and recover much of Europe for Catholicism.

LECTURES
There will be two lectures a week for all students. A separate discussion section may be created for graduate students, if there are enough to warrant it.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS AND EXAMINATIONS
All undergraduates will be asked to write three examinations, two during the term, the third at the end of the semester. Those students taking the course for four credits will also be asked to consult with the instructor periodically to work on a project that will lead to a term paper and perhaps panel discussions. Graduate students will be asked to submit a separate series of oral reports and papers.

GRADING SYSTEM
For three credits: 25% for each midterm test; 50% for final examination
For four credits: 25% for term paper; 19% for each midterm test; 37% for final examination
Graduates: separate grading of oral reports and papers

REQUIRED READINGS
A. G. Dickens, THE COUNTER REFORMATION
Natalie Z. Davis, THE RETURN OF MARTIN GUERRE
SIXTEENTH-CENTURY JOURNAL, XI (1980), 2 (CATHOLIC REFORMATION SPECIAL ISSUE)
History 335 (The Catholic Reformation)  
Mr. Kingdon

Books to be purchased:


Titles starred (*) will be found on reserve in Helen C. White Library.

For general reference:
- CATHOLIC HISTORICAL REVIEW

Source collections:

General Surveys:
- A. G. Dickens, THE COUNTER REFORMATION

Aspects:

Groups:
- ---- THE PROGRESS OF THE JESUITS
Reformations Conflict:
In England:
- ---- CATHERINE OF ARAGON

In France:
- ---- CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN THE FRENCH EPISCOPATE:
  THE BISHOPS AND THE WARS OF RELIGION, 1547-1610
  ---- LE GALLICANISME POLITIQUE ET LE CLERGE DE FRANCE

In Germany:
  ---- RUDOLP II AND HIS WORLD: A STUDY IN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY, 1576-1612

In the Low Countries:

In Italy:

Conflict Resolved: